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INTRODUCTION
For the past decades, quantum programs have been intensively investigated. Research efforts have ranged from language design and formal semantics to termination analysis and verification techniques [10] . Nevertheless, the analysis of resource consumption has received very little attention.
The closest work we are aware of is the ipper system [7] , which compiles quantum programs described in a high-level language into low-level logical circuits, and estimates the size (number of gates and qbits) of the resulting circuits. Unfortunately, this corresponds to a measure of the program description rather than to a measure of the resources required for the program execution. Another line of research in the area of implicit computational complexity has put forward a lambda calculus which is intrinsically polytime [2] . However, by means of this lambda calculus we can establish that certain programs run in polynomial time, but we cannot tell anything about their exact (non-asymptotic) runtime.
We believe that all players in the quantum programming community can benefit from compelling tools to estimate the resource consumption of programs. Indeed, one of the fundamental appeals of quantum computing is the so-called quantum speedup, that is, the possibility that a quantum computer might efficiently solve problems that are intractable in the classical world. Having appropriate methods to formally assess this speedup is thus of utter importance.
The goal of this work is to provide a first step in this direction. We specifically focus on the runtime analysis of programs and, inspired by recent methods for probabilistic programs [3] [4] [5] , we develop a calculus Ãă la weakest precondition to formally and systematically derive the (exact) runtime of quantum programs ( § 3). Notably, the calculus admits a notion of loop runtime invariant that can be readily used to derive upper bounds of their runtime. To conclude, we show the applicability of our calculus analyzing the runtime of an algorithm based on the BB84 quantum key distribution protocol [1] ( § 4).
We hope that this work serves as starting point for further developments on the resource consumption of quantum programs; some research lines are mentioned in § 5.
PROGRAMMING MODEL
Quantum computations are governed by the four postules of the quantum mechanics: 1) State space: the state of a system is given by a density matrix 1 acting on a Hilbert space, referred to as its state space. 2) Evolution: if in a time lapse a system transitions from state ρ to state ρ ′ , then ρ ′ = U ρU † for some unitary operator U To describe quantum programs we use a core imperative language [6] , coined qGCL. Programs are defined over a set of quantum variables (ranged over by q). Variable types are interpreted as Hilbert spaces. Here, we consider only variables of type Bool (interpreted as the 2-dimensional Hilbert space C 2 with basis {|0 , |1 }) and Int (interpreted as the infinite-dimensional Hilbert space C ω with basis {|i } i ∈Z ). Programs in qGCL adhere to the following syntax:
Most language constructs have similar meaning to their classical counterpart. skip corresponds to a no-operation. q ≔ |b initializes variable q with density operator |b b |, with |b in the basis of its type interpretation. q ≔ U q updates the set of variables q according to the unitary operator U . To properly capture the semantics of c in case it is non-terminating 2 , we need to generalize the notion of density operator to that of partial density operator 3 . Then, we interpret c as a transformer c : P H → P H of partial density operators. Here, P H denotes the set of all partial density operators over H , its state space.
In the second rule, the resulting state ρ[q → |b ] is defined as i ∈{0, 1} (|b i |) ↑q ρ(|i b |) ↑q if type(q) = Bool and as i ∈Z (|b i |) ↑q ρ(|i b |) ↑q if type(q) = Int, where A ↑q is the canonical extension of the matrix A acting on q to the dimension of ρ. In the third rule, U denotes an unitary operator over
PROGRAM RUNTIMES
Runtime model. Observe that the presence of measurements endows programs with a probabilistic behaviour: programs admit multiple executions, each occurring with a given probability. Here, we focus on the expected or average runtime of programs, which refers to the weighted sum of the runtime of their individual executions, where each execution is weighted according to its probability.
In turn, to model the runtime of an individual program execution we asume that a skip statement Runtime transformer ert. To formally capture the expected runtime of programs we use a continuation passing style, materialized by transformer ert. If c is a program with state space H and we let T = P H → R ∞ ≥0 , then ert[c] : T → T , and acts as follows: Assume that t : T represents the runtime of the program following c, i.e. its continuation. Then ert[c](t) : T represents the runtime of c plus its continuation. Here, both ert[c](t) and t have type T (rather than simply R ∞ ≥0 ) because the runtime of programs (in particular, of c and its continuation) depends on the particular partial density operator in P H from which their execution is started. Finally, observe that to recover the runtime of a plain program c, it suffices to set the runtime of its continuation to 0. Symbolically, ert[c](λρ ′ . 0)(ρ) gives the runtime of c when executed from initial partial density operator ρ. The fundamental appeal of this continuation-based approach to model the runtime of programs is that transforer ert admits a simple and elegant definition by induction on the program structure:
Invariant-based reasoning. Reasoning about the runtime of loop-free programs is rather straightforward following the rules above. On the contrary, reasoning about the runtime of loopy programs requieres determining the least fixed point of transformers, which is not a simple task. Nevertheless, if we are interested in establishing upper bounds -rather than exact values-for the runtime of loopy programs, we can employ an invariant-based argument. Concretely,
The results follows from a direct application of Park's Theorem [9] , exploiting the continuity of ert.
CASE STUDY
We demonstrate the applicability of our approach by formally analyzing the runtime of a simplified version of the BB84 quantum key distribution algorithm [1] . BB84 is a protocol to securely create and distribute a shared (i.e. symmetric) key between two parties, say Alice and Bob. Assume the key consists of m bits. To begin with, Alice sends m encoded bits to Bob. To determine each of these bits, Alice flips two quantum coins; the first coin determines whether the encoded bit will be 0 or 1; the second coin determines whether she will encode it using basis {|0 , |1 } or {|+ , |− }. Then Bob continues by measuring each of the received (encoded) bits. For each of them, he flips to determine the basis (either {|0 , |1 } or {|+ , |− }) he will use for the measurement. Finally, Alice and Bob publish the basis they employed to respectively encode and measure each bit. Bits whose respective basis coincide are kept as part of the resulting key; the remaining bits are discarded. The process continues until completing the m bits.
Here we abstract the basis exchange step. We assume that for each bit, Alice and Bob flip their coins, and immediately determine whether the basis used by Alice and Bob coincide, keeping or discarding the bit at hand accordingly. The qGCL program c BB84 representing this algorithm is 
FUTURE WORK
The current work opens several research directions we plan to address shortly. Among them are i) defining an operational notion of expected runtime (e.g. based on quantum Markov chains) and proving a correspondence with our approach; ii) relating the ert transformer with the termination behavior of programs, showing that a finite expected runtime implies termination with probability 1; and iii) studying the effect of entangled states in the runtime of programs. Another long-term, more challenging goals comprise i) studying the problem of automation, more specifically loop invariant synthesis; ii) reasoning about the asymptotic runtime of programs; and iii) extending the language with further constructs such as general recursion, non-determinism, etc.
APPENDIX: DETAILED CALCULATION OF ERT FROM § 4
In this appendix we give more details of the derivation from Figure 1b 
First, we have
where
Continuing from (1): 
